Come join the fastest growing sport
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Pickelball will occur the first Monday of every month 8-9:30
am, for a clinic/play. The clinic will be $10 each person. All
levels of play are welcomed, and you do not need any
experience at all to begin playing this fun sport. Rackets will
be provided if you do not own one. We will be given
instructions, by a pro, according to the level of play that we
are at, with some mixed play afterwards. Come and try this
exciting new sport and possibly find your new passion.

Music, entertainment, and local events
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Join friends for laughter, entertainment and friendship. Out
on the Town will feature monthly excursions to plays,
musicals, live events and local entertainment. What is better
that seeing a great play sitting with friends then taking in a
great meal afterwards?

Four of a kind or a flush
Friendly Poker game for both men and women. Come have a
fun evening starting at 5:30 for socializing and then Poker 69pm. Whether you are a “Shark” or a beginner you will enjoy
the great comradery in this low-cost, fun packed evening.

Bona Appetite
Enjoy fine cooking cuisine, prepared in small groups. You will
learn new techniques, flavor blending, new ingredients and
preparation processes. After blending the great flavors and
enjoying learning culinary mysteries with friends, enjoy the
fruits of your labors over the lunch you prepared.

Discard, Meld and Lay Off
Shanghai Rummy is a very interesting rummy game that
combines elements of gin rummy and other card games.
Shanghai's distinguishing factor is the concept of goals that
each player must achieve with each hand. Why Play Shanghai
Rummy? The game has a nice mix of elements and changes
greatly as the game progresses.

The Great Outdoors
The group will enjoy a morning hike, exploring local parks,
trails and exploring favorite spots around Fallbrook. Come
and experience an early hike with friends. Along trails,
crossing streams, through woods and over meadows this
guided easy to moderate hikes will bring you closer to
nature and friends

Canasta for Beginners with Partners
Hand and Foot is a popular and simple variation of a rummy
type game like Canasta in which each player is delt two sets
of cards – the Hand, which is played first, and the Foot which
is played when the Hand has been played. The game is easy
to learn and fun to play.

Between the Covers
The Reading Room brings together book buffs who enjoy
reading a group selected book and then sharing in a lively
and thoughtful discussion. Exploring a variety of authors,
this group gets together at a members house to discuss in a
non-judgmental fashion the book of the month. The books
are selected by the group as a consensus.

Fore!!!!!!
“The most important shot in golf is the next one.” Ben
Hogan, and “Golf’s three ugliest words: “still your shot.”.
We play 18 holes at a local course varying from easy to
moderate. Enjoy playing a friendly non-competitive round
followed by a cool beverage to top it off.

Roll those Dice
Bunco is a lively dice game, easy to learn. A great time is
had by all with an opportunity to make new friends. Costs
is $4, $1 for host $3 for kitty. Start time is 1pm

Old Deadeye
Annie Oakley at it best!. Come try your aim at our
Recreational Marksmanship meeting. Cost is $20; ear and eye
protection will be provided. Ammunition and rental are
available if needed. After the range lunch together at a
nearby restaurant.

Bonne Vigne
Enjoy tours of local wineries. Sample tasting and increasing
your knowledge of wine, the tastes, body, color and smell. Talk
to top wine makers while enjoying friendships made along the
way.

Fiesta e Vino
Join your friends for an evening of socializing.. Bring a main
dish, salad or desert and enjoy a night under the stars. Event
starts at 5:30 and runs until 9pm.
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Easy to Learn
Daytime Hand and Foot is similar to the evening partners game
but no need to have a buddy. Enjoy this simple card game as you
make new friends and enjoy the afternoon.
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Fresco
It’s easy to see how this lunchtime potluck became one our our
most popular activities. What’s better than sharing a favorite
dish with new friends. Come share a light lunch with us.
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Step Out!
Afternoon or evening designed for ladies to enjoy friendships
at a restaurant, event, or meeting place. Fostering Friendships!

Exploring
Whether you are exploring museums, unique venues,
olive ranches or many other interesting activities you
don’t want to miss a single event.

Yummy
After our monthly meeting join us at a local restaurant to
renew and refresh. Friendly conversation and good eats.

Strategy
Mahjong Solitaire is a tile matching puzzle game. You may
click on any "free" tiles (those that are on the edge) to
select them, and match them with other free tiles with the
same face to eliminate them from the board

